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Complete the conversations:

A: What is ...................... used for?
B: .................................................................

A: How can you use ......................... ?
B: .................................................................

A: What do you use ............................... for?
B: .................................................................
OK. Good morning everyone. Today, we're going to talk about the uses of technological devices. First, smart speakers. Emily, what smart speaker do you use?

I use Amazon Echo. It's a smart speaker, and it can also be called a digital assistant. It can give you reminders and answer many kinds of questions. You can control it with your voice, and talk to it, while you are doing other things, such as washing the dishes or watching TV.

Very good! Very useful! Let's move on to Number 2. Drones! Take it away Libby!

Sure! A drone can be used to take photos and help you see things from high in the sky. Moreover, they can save lives. They can be used to send medical supplies in emergencies to places that are difficult to access.

Saving people’s lives! That's a really good thing! Alright! Number 3 is a more common technology. Connor, tell us about ATM’s?

I go to an ATM to get money. To withdraw money. They are very convenient. They are available 24 hours a day. And I can get cash. Sometimes, I really need cash!

So true! There are still some places that only take cash. Number 4, is smartphones. Michelle, what do you use them for?

Everything! For example, You can use smartphones to communicate instantly. You can keep in touch with family and friends. Also, you can take photos easily. And maybe, you want to take photos of documents or phone numbers. Taking photos is quicker than note taking. And of course you can play games and do any number of other things.

A nice summary! Number 5, is more of a business product. Brandon, the bar code reader, or bar code scanner, what is it exactly?

A bar code reader, is used to get the price and other information about a product. In addition, bar code readers are fast and accurate. They are used to send data instantly.

So important for every business! Mia, let’s move into a different area. Number 6, is car parking sensors. Mia, do you need them?

Absolutely! They make my life easier. Because car parking sensors make it easy to park your car. They help you park in difficult situations: for example, in crowded parking areas, or in the dark, when you can’t see what's around you. They take the stress out of parking.

I agree! Alright, Number 7, is motion sensors. Not so common. What do you think, Amber?

I think, they're only useful, if you're very security conscious! A motion sensor can protect your house, by sensing any movement when you're away. They can catch intruders before they break into your home. They’re a good way to double up on your home security.

Interesting! I don't think I need them! Number 8, is diagnostic software for doctors and hospitals. I think this is an important innovation. Do you agree, Guy?

I totally agree! They can improve the healthcare system. Diagnostic software can be used to search data about patients and recommend treatments. They can provide doctors with large amounts of information, preventing mistakes and errors, when treating a patient.
Quite revolutionary! Now, we'll go to another every day task, house cleaning. Number 9, is the robot floor cleaner. Ashley, do you want to have a go?

Yes! This is an easy one! A robot floor cleaner, or robot vacuum cleaner, can clean all kinds of surfaces. They make housecleaning much faster. They save a lot of time. They are easy to use. They can clean all kinds of dirt. And they are small and easy to move around. Not only that, they are good for cleaning under tables and beds.

Wow! Sounds like you really love your robot cleaner! Next, is another household appliance. Number 10, is the video door bell. Eric, do you love the video door bell?

Well, it's pretty useful! A video door bell can be used to see who is at the door. You can use it to chat with visitors outside. It can track visitors who came to the house when you were away. And of course, it can increase your house's security and make you feel safe.

Alright. Number 11 might be my favorite, the automated coffee maker. Neerja, do you like it?

Definitely! So convenient! An automated coffee maker makes fresh coffee quickly. And it can make high quality coffees which most people can't make. And it does it perfectly every time.

Oh! I want one now! Number 12 is next. The smart watch. Luke, you have an Apple watch. So how do you use it?

Yes. I have one. It has many uses. A smart watch can be used to receive and reply to messages instantly. It means you stay up to date where ever you are. Also, it can be used to track your heart rate and sleep rate, as well as your exercise activities.

Wonderful, you do look healthy! Finally, we come to Number 13, the smart fridge. Back to you Libby, what have you got about the smart fridge?

Well. I don't have a smart fridge yet, but I can see its advantages. A smart fridge makes it easy to see what food you have in your fridge. You can use it to make a shopping list. And when you go shopping, it's easy to use its smart cameras, to see what items you need, or don't need. In addition, it can tell you the expiration dates of food in your fridge.